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Abstract

We use a collection of darks spanning September 2009 to June 2016 to study variations in
the dark current in the IR detector on WFC3. Although the darks possess a similar signal
pattern across the detector, we find that their median dark rates vary by as much as 0.014
DN/s (0.032 e-/s). The distribution of these median values has a triangular shape with a
mean and standard deviation of 0.021 ± 0.0029 DN/s (0.049 ± 0.0069 e-/s). We observe a
long term time-dependence in the inboard vertical reference pixel and zeroth read signals;
however, these differences do not noticeably affect the calibrated dark signals, and we
conclude that the WFC3/IR dark current levels continue to remain stable since launch. The
inboard reference pixel signals exhibit a unique, but consistent, pattern around the detector,
but this pattern does not evolve noticeably with the median of the science pixels, and a
quadrant or row-based reference pixel subtraction strategy does not reduce the spread
between the median dark rates. We notice a slight drift in the inboard reference pixel signals
up the dark ramps, and the intensity of this drift is related to the median dark current in
the science pixels. This holds true using either the horizontal or vertical reference pixels
and for darks with a variety of sample sequences.

Introduction

While Hilbert & Petro (2012) found the dark current in the WFC3/IR detector had
remained relatively stable over its first three years in orbit, they also noted that the image-to-
image variation in the mean dark rates was 16% of the overall mean dark rate. This variation
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limits the accuracy of the dark current subtraction carried out by the calwf3 pipeline. In this
report, we investigate the extent and nature of these WFC3/IR dark variations and search for
dark current correlations that may help pinpoint the dark rate in individual science images.

The conceptual layout of the WFC3/IR detector is shown in Figure 1. In addition
to 4 light-sensitive pixel areas (hereafter the science pixels), the entire detector has a five
pixel wide border of reference pixels; although similar to the science pixels, these pixels are
insensitive to light and only mimic the capacitance of the science pixels. As described by
Robberto et al. (2002), they were designed to help correct thermal or electrical drifts in
the detector pixels or in the off-chip electronics. The four innermost rows or columns of
reference pixels are known as the ‘inboard’ reference pixels, i.e. the reference capacitors
are located within each pixel. All inboard reference pixels have the same capacitance. The
outermost ring of reference pixels are known as the ‘outboard’ reference pixels, i.e., the
capacitors are located outside the pixel, at the edge of the detector multiplexer. They have
different properties from the inboard reference pixels and we exclude the outboard reference
pixels (yellow) from this analysis. Throughout this report, certain distinctions between the
horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) reference pixels will exclude the corner areas (black) as
they technically belong to each category. Each quadrant of the detector has its own read
out amplifier.

Figure 1: The layout of the WFC3/IR detector (not to scale) with terminology that will be
used in this analysis. This image is taken from Hilbert (2012).
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Data

To enable our study of the WFC3/IR dark current variations, we used 213 full-frame
WFC3/IR darks spanning September 2009 to June 2016 and Cycles 17 through 23, all
of which were obtained using a 16-read SPARS100 sample sequence with exposure times
of 1403 s. We retrieved raw and calibrated flt and ima files from the MAST archive
(http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/search.php); these files had been processed using the
calwf3 pipeline v3.3 with the following switches turned on: DQICORR (data quality initial-
ization), ZOFFCORR/BLEVCORR (zero read/reference pixel subtraction), NLINCORR
(non-linearity correction), CRCORR (cosmic ray detection) and UNITCORR (conversion to
count rates).

We obtained persistence products for the darks using the PERSIST search form in the
MAST archive (https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/persist/search.php). These im-
ages provided an estimate of the persistence levels in each dark due to IR observations taken
up to 16 hours prior. Details on IR persistence and a description of the model can be found in
Long et al. (2010) or on STScI’s persistence webpage (http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/
ins_performance/persistence).

We used the final read data quality (DQ) arrays in the ima files as the basis for bad pixel
rejection. In addition, we flagged any pixels with persistence values over 0.002 DN/s (∼10%
of the median dark rate) as bad and rejected any darks with over 20% of pixels flagged.
Unless otherwise specified, the analyses contained in this report do not include
any bad pixels. To lower the possibility of our data being affected by light leaks, we also
rejected any darks observed with the Channel Select Mechanism (CSM) in the IR position
(more information on light leaks can be found in Hilbert & McCullough (2009)). We did not
correct our data for inter-pixel capacitance and leave a study of its effects on dark current
levels for a future ISR.

Figure 2 shows a gallery of all of the SPARS100 darks used in this study. The images
are sorted by the median count rate in the darks. To better highlight the differences in the
dark current, we subtracted the persistence model and the median value of all darks (0.021
DN/s) from each image. The gallery shows how the shape of the darks changes with the
median of the full image. Hilbert & Petro (2012) presented a detailed study of this effect
and found that certain regions’ dark signals, mainly the right/bottom edge and a bar across
the upper third of the image, increased more quickly than average with the detector-wide
mean dark signal.

For the final section of this report, we also used a collection of SPARS200 and STEP200
darks from recent WFC3/IR calibration programs. The calibration, persistence/bad pixel
flagging and rejection criteria for these darks followed the same process as the SPARS100
darks above. All of the IR darks that we used in this report are summarized in Table 1 in
the Appendix.

To aid our study of the WFC3/IR reference pixels, we also used raw SPARS100 images
of the Abell 370 galaxy cluster from the Frontier Fields program and flat field observations
from WFC3/IR calibration programs. We also obtained the corresponding ima files from
the MAST archive to use for DQ flagging. The Abell 370 and flat field datasets used in this
study are listed in Table 2 in the Appendix.
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Figure 2: A median-sorted gallery of all of the SPARS100 darks used in this study. These
images are persistence-corrected, and their differences accentuated by subtracting off the
overall median dark value. The images are displayed using a linear stretch from -0.005 to
0.005 DN/s, where brighter colors correspond to higher signals.
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Analysis

Extent of the IR Dark Variations

We performed a variety of tests to study the variation between individual darks. Figure 3
shows a histogram of the median dark rates for all 213 SPARS100 darks used in this analysis.
We find that these median dark rates vary from 0.014 to 0.028 DN/s - a range of 0.014 DN/s.
The mean of the median values is 0.021 DN/s, and the standard deviation is 0.0029 DN/s.
Our results are not entirely unexpected: earlier studies (e.g. Hilbert & McCullough, 2009)
had noted unexplained variations in dark current.

Figure 3: The distribution of the median dark rates for all of the SPARS100 darks used in
this analysis. The median values were measured using the flt images of each dark.

In order to obtain a more thorough understanding of the IR dark ramp variations, we
next studied the ima files produced by the calwf3 pipeline for this collection of darks. The
ramps for these SPARS100 darks are composed of an initial zeroth read and a first read at
2.93 s, followed by 14 reads spaced 100 seconds apart. The pixel rates in each ima read are
found by fitting a line to the calibrated zeroth and Nth read signals. Figure 4 shows how
the median dark current in the ima files changes up-the-ramp for these darks. Noise from
the detector reset dominates the first read, resulting in extreme median values (cut off from
the plot) that vary from -0.35 to 0.35 DN/s among the darks. After this read, the non-linear
nature of the dark signal accumulation becomes obvious - an effect noticed by Hilbert &
McCullough (2009) in ground testing data and the reason the dark subtraction by the calwf3
pipeline is carried out on a read-by-read basis. Eventually, we see that the dark current
signals do level off at a near constant rate in the later reads (an expected result of the ima
files), but the dark rates between darks vary at every read up-the-ramp. This variation is
most pronounced in the early reads before progressively decreasing to the final read spread
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of ∼0.014 DN/s (similar to the spread in the flt median dark rates from Figure 3). The right
plot in Figure 4 highlights this pattern by showing the evolution of the median dark current
distributions through the SPARS100 ramp.

Figure 4: Left: The median of each read up-the-ramp for all of the SPARS100 darks - the
vertical lines mark the exposure stop times for reads 5 and 15. Right: The distribution of
the median dark rates for these darks in reads 5 and 15. The standard deviation of these
median values is also shown for each read.

With a better understanding of the dark current differences that exist between darks and
within an individual dark ramp, we next turned our attention to investigating the cause of
these variations.

Causes of the IR Dark Variations

In this section, we investigate whether the variation between IR darks is time-dependent
or whether the variation can be reduced using revised calibration techniques.

Time Dependence

Hilbert & Petro (2012) found no time evolution of IR dark rates for darks spanning July
2009 to March 2012. We expand on these results by incorporating an extra four years of IR
dark data and employing a variety of quadrant-based tests.

Figure 5 shows how the zeroth read median values of the IR darks have evolved from
September 2009 to June 2016. We performed this test using the raw dark files, so no
calibration steps were applied aside from bad pixel rejection. We confirm what Hilbert &
McCullough (2009) reported observing in some of the first IR darks acquired on-orbit: a
gradual decrease in the reference-pixel subtracted zeroth read level. The zeroth read signal
in these raw dark images has been declining steadily since launch with a total loss of about
40-50 counts over the specified time period. Quadrants 1 and 2 appear to be less affected by
this trend than quadrants 3 and 4.
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Figure 5: The evolution of the zeroth read dark signal with time for each quadrant. The red
lines are exponential fits to the data: y(x) = Ae−kx + c. The fit parameters are shown for
each quadrant.

An important step in the calwf3 pipeline is bias level subtraction using the reference
pixels. For each read, the resistant mean of the vertical inboard reference pixels is stored
as the MEANBLEV (mean bias level) keyword in the ima files, and its value is subtracted
from the corresponding read’s science pixels. As shown in Figures 18-19 in Robberto et
al. (2002), the vertical reference pixels provided the best correction to short and long term
signal drifts on the detector, leading to the exclusion of the horizontal reference pixels from
the MEANBLEV calculation. We show in Figure 6 that the zeroth read MEANBLEV value
dropped suddenly by ∼100 DN around MJD=55250, or late February 2010 (also noted by
Hilbert & Petro (2012)); the cause of this drop remains unknown. After the drop, the
MEANBLEV values remain relatively constant up to the most recent data taken in June
2016. Because this drop is occurring on time scales much larger than that of a typical dark
exposure, we don’t expect it to affect the calibrated dark files. As we will show in later
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sections, the MEANBLEV values only decrease by around 2-10 counts up-the-ramp in these
darks, so Figure 6 looks similar regardless of what read is used.

Figure 6: The evolution of the zeroth read mean bias level with time for the SPARS100
darks. The red line is an exponential fit to the data.

With the knowledge that both the zeroth read and reference pixel signals in these darks
were changing with time, we removed those effects from the final reads of the raw dark files
and evaluated the results for any time-dependence. The correction consisted of bias and
reference pixel subtraction:

calibratedsamp = [raw − MEANBLEV]samp − [raw − MEANBLEV]samp=0 (1)

As seen in Figure 7, these minimally-calibrated final reads show no evolution with time.
Even though the zeroth read and reference pixel signals have changed with time,
these changes do not noticeably affect the calibrated dark images; the dark-to-
dark variation still dominates any of these time-dependent trends.
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Figure 7: The evolution with time of the minimally-calibrated (see Equation 1) final read
signals for each quadrant for the SPARS100 darks.

Reference Pixel Subtraction

The next investigation into the cause of the IR dark variations involved testing new
reference pixel subtraction strategies. As noted above, the current calwf3 pipeline calibration
incorporates reference pixels from every quadrant (via the MEANBLEV value) and subtracts
this single value from all of the science pixels in a given read; however, each quadrant has a
different reference pixel distribution whose peak values can vary by as much as 2000 counts
between quadrants (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Histograms of the final read reference pixel signals in each quadrant for all
SPARS100 darks. Note: the reference pixels belonging to a certain quadrant are composed
of both horizontal and vertical types.

Because of these differences, we thought a quadrant-based reference pixel subtraction
strategy might reduce the variation observed between individual darks. To test this, we
calibrated raw darks by subtracting the median of the inboard reference pixels in a given
quadrant from that quadrant’s science pixels:

calibratedfinal = [raw − median(refpix)]final − [raw − median(refpix)]zeroth (2)

A comparison between darks calibrated using the above method and the current pipeline
method (MEANBLEV) is shown in Figure 9. We find that darks calibrated using the
quadrant-based method are consistently brighter in quadrants 3 and 4 but show no reduction
in the variation between themselves when compared to a calibration using the MEANBLEV
method; the range between their median dark signals remains at ∼20 counts, and the stan-
dard deviation of these values increases in every quadrant. Therefore, even though the quad-
rants themselves have very different reference pixel values, a quadrant-based reference
pixel subtraction strategy does not reduce the dark-to-dark variations.
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Figure 9: A comparison of the median dark signals of darks calibrated using quadrant-
based and detector-wide (MEANBLEV) reference pixel subtraction strategies. The standard
deviation of the median values is also shown for each quadrant and subtraction method. The
gray line is a 1:1 reference line.

In addition to the differences between quadrants, the inboard reference pixel signal also
varies within the quadrants themselves. Figure 10 shows that values of these reference
pixels can vary by over 1000 counts along certain quadrants, and the row-to-row scatter
of the median values can be up to 1500 counts. We find that the shape of this signal is
very consistent between darks which shows that the IR dark reference pixels, like the
science pixels, possess a characteristic signal pattern across the detector.
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Figure 10: The median of the inboard reference pixels from the bottom left to the top left
of the detector (left panel) and from the bottom right to the top right of the detector (right
panel) for an individual dark. The red line is a 3rd order polynomial fit to the data. Also
note the prominent discontinuities between quadrants, i.e. between position 512 and 513.

Inspired by the above information, we tested a row-based reference pixel subtraction
strategy in an effort to reduce the scatter between darks. The test was very similar to the
previous quadrant-based approach but now, for each quadrant, we subtracted the median of
the inboard reference pixels in a given row from that row’s science pixels:

calibratedfinal = [rawrow − median(refpixrow)]final − [rawrow − median(refpixrow)]zeroth (3)

We find strong similarities in the median dark signals of darks calibrated using the row-
based and MEANBLEV methods (Figure 11). The standard deviations of these median
values decrease in both quadrants 3 and 4 when using the row-based method; however, we
see no noticeable reduction in the overall spread in the median dark signals and conclude that
a row-based reference pixel subtraction strategy does not decrease the variation
between the darks.
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Figure 11: A comparison of the median dark signals of darks calibrated using row-based and
detector-wide (MEANBLEV) reference pixel subtraction strategies. The standard deviation
of the median values is also shown for each quadrant and subtraction method. The gray line
is a 1:1 reference line.

The row-based and quadrant-based reference pixel subtraction strategies did not reduce
the variation between individual darks. We believe that any potential advantages possessed
by these new methods were overshadowed by an increase in noise; the current calwf3 method
incorporates all of the inboard vertical reference pixels into a single calculation whereas
these new methods used many calculations involving smaller subsets of the reference pixels.
Hilbert (2012) tested a variety of other reference pixel subtraction strategies but also found
no improvement in the quality of calibrated IR data when compared to the current calwf3
products.

With no time dependency underlying the variation seen between individual IR darks and
no new calibration strategy able to reduce the variation, our attention was next turned to
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searching for correlations with the dark signal that could help pinpoint the dark rate in a
given science observation.

IR Dark Current Correlations

The current IR superdark generation incorporates darks within the full range of dark
signals seen in Figure 3; therefore, a given science exposure is calibrated using many darks
that do not fall near the observation’s actual dark rate. This problem may be remedied with
the discovery of a parameter which correlates with dark signal. Hilbert & Petro (2012) and
Hilbert & McCullough (2009) previously looked into this possibility and found no strong
correlation between the mean dark current and a variety of instrumental temperatures,
voltages and HST pointing directions; we have not repeated these analyses and instead
explore a variety of other potential correlations.

WFC3/IR Detector Areas

Our first attempt at identifying a parameter that might correlate with dark current
involved a search for areas on the WFC3/IR detector that were responsive to dark signals
but unresponsive to light. With these conditions met, the area could be used to measure the
dark rate even though the detector is being exposed to a target. The regions we considered
included the death star (full and sub-sections), the large area of unstable pixels near the
bottom left of the detector and the unbonded pixels in the top two corners and top center of
the detector. However, none of these areas’ signals showed a correlation with the dark rate.

Shape of the Reference Pixel Signal

Next, we tested if the shape of the darks’ reference pixel signals evolved with their science
pixel signals. To do this, we plotted a best-fit 3rd order polynomial of the inboard reference
pixel signal across a quadrant (i.e. the same fit as in Figure 10) for the ten brightest and
faintest IR darks in this analysis. Figure 12 shows that the reference pixel patterns of these
darks show no observable differences in quadrant 1. A similar conclusion can be made for
the other three quadrants as seen in Figure 20 in the Appendix. The horizontal and vertical
reference pixel patterns within a quadrant also do not differ significantly between these darks.

While we found no trend here, the test does show just how similar this reference pixel
shape is between different darks. As seen in Figure 12, the vertical reference pixel signal
in quadrant 1 only differs by as much as 150 DN between darks even though the pattern
itself changes by over 1000 DN along this section. With the exception of quadrant 2, we find
that the range between the maximum and minimum points in these patterns is lower in the
horizontal portions of each quadrant - an effect most pronounced in quadrant 1. Plots of the
reference pixel patterns for all quadrants can be found in Figure 20 in the Appendix.
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Figure 12: The reference pixel signal around quadrant 1 (vertical and horizontal portions) for
the ten brightest and ten faintest darks in this analysis. The lines are a 3rd order polynomial
fit to the median of the 4 inboard reference pixels all along quadrant 1 (note: all inboard
reference pixels were included in this fit; no bad pixel rejection was applied). The darks are
color-coded by their flt median values following the colorbar on the right.

Up-the-Ramp Reference Pixel Signals

Inspired by the unique nature in which the IR darks accumulate signal as shown in
Figure 4, our next correlation search focused on the reference pixel behavior up-the-ramp.
For each read up-the-ramp, we plotted the mean of the vertical inboard reference pixels
(MEANBLEV) against the median of each quadrants’ science pixels (Figure 13). We used
the MEANBLEV values from the ima science headers and computed the median of the
science pixels by applying Equation 1 to each read of the raw files.
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Figure 13: The reference pixel and science pixel signals plotted for each read up-the-ramp
for 5 darks. The reference pixel signals are referencing the MEANBLEV values and as such
are the same in each quadrant’s plot. By definition, the zeroth read median values are all
zero (Equation 1).

The results show that the MEANBLEV values decrease by about 2-10 counts up-the-
ramp for these darks, and the rate of this decrease appears to be related to the median dark
current in each quadrant. The faster the reference pixel counts decrease up-the-ramp in a
given dark, the lower that dark’s final read median dark signal.

To directly test this potential correlation, we fit a straight line to the up-the-ramp MEAN-
BLEV values in a given dark ramp (i.e. MEANBELV vs. read number) and plotted the slope
of this line (hereafter called the ‘reference pixel slope’) against the median of the correspond-
ing dark’s science pixels (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: The reference pixel slope (i.e. how quickly the MEANBLEV values change up-
the-ramp) plotted against the final read median of the science pixels for all darks and each
quadrant.

There is a clear correlation between the reference pixel slope and the median dark signal
in each quadrant: the reference pixel signals of brighter IR darks are generally
more stable up-the-ramp, whereas those of the fainter darks change more rapidly
up-the-ramp. Since the reference pixels are designed to be sensitive to small changes in
instrumental conditions (e.g. voltages, temperatures), we infer that more stable conditions
during an observation seem to produce higher IR dark levels. At first glance, this correlation
may seem like an artifact of the reference pixel subtraction carried out during calibration;
however, examination of Equation 1 reveals that we would expect to see the inverse of
what is shown in Figure 14 if this were the case. Such a relationship between varying
detector conditions and dark current is not completely unprecedented; Hilbert & Petro (2012)
found that the input voltage to WFC3 changes in a consistent pattern over the course of an
orbit, and the IR dark rate is influenced by where in this pattern the observation is taken
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(observations made when the input voltage was increasing during the exposure showed lower
dark current levels).

In principle, the correlation described above could be used to improve the dark cur-
rent subtraction in the pipeline calibration of WFC3/IR data: the dark current rate in a
given science observation could be estimated using that observation’s reference pixel slope.
One potential issue with this method is that we can only test the method easily on darks.
Science images may have different characteristics. Indeed, Hilbert (2012) found that the
vertical reference pixels in bright flat field observations showed significantly different signal
accumulation behavior than that of the horizontal reference pixels. The difference between
the horizontal and vertical reference pixel slopes was significantly reduced in dim flat field
observations and not noticeable in IR dark and 47Tuc observations which suggests that the
amount of flux incident on the science pixels is what was driving the discrepancies. Rob-
berto et al. (2002) first observed this light sensitivity when they illuminated the detector and
found an increased signal in both the inboard and outboard vertical reference pixels. They
also noticed a light response in the outboard horizontal reference pixels that dropped further
along the row, but found no such response in the inboard horizontal reference pixels. They
hypothesized that the light sensitivity was due to a signal memory in the readout circuitry
seeing as the vertical reference pixels (i.e. those pixels most affected by the illumination
of the detector) were read out periodically between the science pixels while the horizontal
reference pixels were read out uninterrupted. They found that adding a 3 ms delay between
the readouts of consecutive rows resulted in a reduction in the light sensitivity of the vertical
reference pixels - providing proof that this is indeed a signal memory issue during readout.

Given the above information, any new dark subtraction strategy may benefit from the use
of the inboard horizontal reference pixels as the basis for the slope measurements. Figure
15 shows a comparison between the horizontal, vertical and MEANBLEV reference pixel
slopes for the darks in this analysis. The three types of reference pixel slopes correlate with
each other, although the horizontal slopes are consistently more negative than the other
two types. As expected, the MEANBLEV slopes show a decreased scatter compared to the
vertical slopes as they incorporate sigma clipping on the reference pixels.

Figure 15: A comparison between the horizontal, vertical and MEANBLEV reference pixel
slopes for all SPARS100 darks. The gray line is a 1:1 reference line.
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We compare the relationship between the reference pixel slope and the median dark signal
using the three types of reference pixels in Figure 16. The median here is again referencing
the final read of the raw file calibrated as in Equation 1. As seen in the plot, we find that
the relationship holds regardless of which reference pixel collection is used. Given this result
and their relative lack of signal memory, the horizontal reference pixels may be the ideal
population on which to base a new dark subtraction method; the dark current subtracted
from a given science image (i.e. the superdark) could be based on that image’s horizontal
reference pixel slope.

Figure 16: The relationship between the reference pixel slopes and the median dark sig-
nals using the horizontal, vertical and MEANBLEV reference pixels. Here, the slopes are
presented in the more generalized DN/s units.

So far, our tests have been performed exclusively on IR dark data, but we wanted to
confirm that our findings also hold in other types of observations - mainly that the reference
pixel slopes in science and dark data fall into a similar range. To test this, we acquired
images of the Abell 370 galaxy cluster from the Frontier Fields program and also flat field
observations from previous WFC3/IR calibration programs (see Table 2 in the Appendix for
a full list of the datasets used); all of these images, like the darks, were observed using a
SPARS100 sample sequence. We then found the inboard reference pixel slopes for all of these
images using both the vertical and horizontal reference pixels. Because some of the flats were
only composed of 10 samples, we standardized all of the slope measurements by using only
the first 10 reads in the slope fitting. We find that the vertical reference pixel slopes in the
flat fields are significantly more negative than those in the Abell 370 and dark observations
(Figure 17) - an unsurprising fact given the previous discussion on signal memory. The
slopes based on the horizontal reference pixels, however, are similar between all three types
of observations. While there does appear to be a slight offset in the peak horizontal slope
values between the darks and other science observations, the full range of the slope values
is similar, and no signal memory effect is present. Overall, the behavior of the inboard
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horizontal reference pixels does not appear to be significantly affected by the
illumination of the science pixels. This is similar to the conclusion made in Robberto
et al. (2002).

Figure 17: Distributions of the inboard reference pixel slopes based on the vertical (left) and
horizontal (right) reference pixels in IR darks, IR flats and Frontier Fields images.

In order to be sure the discovered reference pixel slope relationship isn’t unique to the
SPARS100 sample sequence, we obtained a collection of 16-read SPARS200 and STEP200
IR darks from some of the more recent WFC3/IR calibration programs. The reference pixel
signal accumulation for some of these new darks is shown in Figure 18. The STEP200 reads
are composed of a variety of readout times beginning with four linearly spaced rapid (2.9 s)
reads. Due to the small decrease in the reference pixel counts during these reads, we infer
that the reference pixel slopes depend on exposure time rather than number of
readouts. Many darks even show a rebound or leveling off in the reference pixel counts at
later reads - an effect most pronounced in the SPARS200 darks.

Figure 18: The MEANBLEV reference pixel signals up-the-ramp for SPARS100, SPARS200
and STEP200 IR darks.
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Figure 19 shows a comparison between the reference pixel slopes and median dark signals
for the SPARS200 and STEP200 darks. The results are similar to those for the SPARS100
darks (Figure 16), thus we conclude that regardless of the sample sequence or reference
pixel collection used, a dark’s reference pixel slope correlates with the median of
its science pixels. We see that the SPARS200 slopes are noticeably less negative than those
of the STEP200 or SPARS100 darks - reflecting the fact that the reference pixel counts in
SPARS200 darks level off at later exposure times (Figure 18). Also, the STEP200 darks show
the greatest scatter in their slopes suggesting that a simple linear fit of all (time-varying)
reads may not be the ideal slope-finding method for this sample sequence. The actual range
of the slopes, however, is very similar between the STEP200 and SPARS100 darks perhaps
due to their similar exposure times. Like in the SPARS100 darks, the horizontal reference
pixels of SPARS200 and STEP200 darks show a greater up-the-ramp signal drift (i.e. more
negative slopes) than the vertical reference pixels.

Figure 19: The relationship between the reference pixel slopes and the median dark signals
using the horizontal, vertical and MEANBLEV reference pixels for SPARS200 and STEP200
darks. The y-axis here is the same as that of Figure 16 for ease of comparison.

A new superdark generation method based on the discovered relationship between a
dark’s reference pixel slope and its median dark signal will be tested and results reported in
a future ISR.

Summary and Conclusions

We used a collection of WFC3/IR darks spanning September 2009 to June 2016 to study
variations in the dark current in the IR detector on WFC3. Our primary dataset consisted
of 213 darks that were obtained using a 16-read SPARS100 sample sequence. While the
shape of the darks are similar, the median dark rates vary by 0.014 DN/s (0.032 e-/s).
The distribution of these median values has a triangular shape with a mean and standard
deviation of 0.021 ± 0.0029 DN/s (0.049 ± 0.0069 e-/s). Up-the-ramp sampling revealed
that even though the variation between darks progressively decreases up-the-ramp, a large
spread in the median dark rates still exists at every read. The variations in the dark current
are image-to-image variations and show no trends with time (Figure 7).
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There has been a time-dependent decrease in the raw pixel values of the vertical inboard
reference pixel and zeroth read signals over the course of the mission (Figures 5-6), but this
is not related to the dark current, which is derived from differences in the pixel values in
subsequent reads.

We have explored various methods to calibrate the variation in the dark current. A
quadrant-based and row-based reference pixel subtraction strategy does not lessen the dark-
to-dark scatter (Figures 9 and 11). We find no correlation between pixel levels measured in
certain detector areas (i.e. death star, etc.) and the median dark rate. While the reference
pixels in the darks show a unique, but consistent, signal pattern around the detector, this
pattern does not evolve with the dark current levels in the science pixels (Figure 12).

However, we do notice a slight drift in the inboard reference pixel signals up the dark
ramps, and the intensity of this drift relates to the median dark current in the science pixels
(Figure 14). This relationship holds true using either horizontal or vertical reference pixels.
We have confirmed that the same correlation exists in darks with SPARS200 and STEP200
sample sequences. We find that the horizontal inboard reference pixel signals in flat field
and Abell 370 images exhibit a similar behavior.

Recommendations

A new dark subtraction strategy based on the reference pixel slopes should be tested,
and a continued search for dark current correlations should be performed. An investigation
into the relationship between dark current and HST orbital phase is also recommended.
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Appendix

Figure 20: The inboard reference pixel signal around each quadrant (vertical and horizontal
portions) for the ten brightest and ten faintest SPARS100 darks in this analysis. The lines
are a 3rd order polynomial fit to the median of the inboard reference pixels around each
quadrant (note: all inboard reference pixels were included in this fit; no bad pixel rejection
was applied). The darks are color-coded by their flt median values following the colorbar to
the right of each plot.
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Table 1: List of all WFC3/IR darks used in this analysis.

Sample Number of Exposure Datasets
Sequence Samples Time (s)
SPARS100 16 1402.9 ibcu02nfq, ibcu09mlq, ibcu0aodq, ibcu0gxzq,

ibcu0nrfq, ibcu0oamq, ibcu0ttyq, ibcu10jqq,
ibcu15ejq, ibcu1amjq, ibcu1nojq, ibcu1odoq,
ibcu1tctq, ibcu22sfq, ibcu23h5q, ibcu28ikq,
ibcu2aq3q, ibcu2bdjq, ibcu2nmqq, ibcu2oa1q,
ibcu2th7q, ibcu35z5q, ibcu36dqq, ibcu3alvq,
ibcu3bbuq, ibcu3gxlq, ibcu3nm3q, ibcu3oe7q,
ibcu41gpq, ibcu48ybq, ibcu49c5q, ibcu4al2q,
ibcu4bchq, ibcu4gzfq, ibcu4nfyq, ibcu54xgq,
ibcu5abiq, ibcu5gdxq, ibcu5nffq, ibcu5oqgq,
ibcu5tcgq, ibcu6adeq, ibcu6bqkq, ibcu6gc5q,
ibcu6nd7q, ibcu6oz7q, ibcu6tkbq, ibcu7ad0q,
ibcu7byqq, ibcu7gagq, ibcu7owmq, ibcu7tavq,
ibcu80xxq, ibcu87leq, ibcu88cmq, ibcu8akxq,
ibcu8bw3q, ibcu8ne7q, ibcu8tbuq, ibcu9bvkq,
ibcu9ghaq, ibcu9nktq, ibcu9oseq, ibcu9tcrq,
ibcua1keq, ibcua6a6q, ibcuadcyq, ibcuaeyqq,
ibcuajdfq, ibcuaqgfq, ibcub4axq, ibcubgfrq,
iblt03feq, iblt04r1q, iblt0akrq, iblt0idmq,
iblt0pd1q, iblt0qcrq, iblt0xdqq, iblt0ydoq,
iblt11drq, iblt12daq, iblt19clq, iblt1fdeq,
iblt1gczq, iblt1ngqq, iblt1og5q, iblt1vo3q,
iblt20cqq, iblt27crq, iblt28f8q, iblt2dg8q,
iblt2ehlq, iblt2mcqq, iblt2tjfq, iblt2uiwq,
iblt35mbq, iblt36jbq, iblt3bf9q, iblt3ceaq,
iblt3jcaq, iblt3kclq, iblt3rymq, iblt3sywq,
iblt4hl2q, iblt4ij4q, iblt51j9q, iblt59q6q,
iblt5fenq, iblt5gapq, iblt5nldq, iblt5olnq,
iblt60m1q, iblt67n9q, iblt68kiq, iblt6dnfq,
iblt6enhq, iblt6me3q, iblt75dhq, iblt76d9q,
iblt7bjtq, iblt7cjoq, iblt7jj6q, iblt7kj2q,
iblt7rdnq, iblt7zwoq, iblt83k6q, iblt84k1q,
iblt8ajqq, iblt8hk0q, iblt8pb4q, iblt8qndq,
iblt8xhwq, iblt8yhqq, iblt91cjq, iblt92c8q,
iblt99lpq, iblt9fe0q, iblt9gcwq, iblt9ncdq,
iblt9obyq, iblt9vj5q, iblt9wiyq, iblta3j3q,
iblta4iyq, ibltabf5q, ibltachsq, ibltaknmq,
ibltbmdlq, ibvi08exq, ibvi09elq, ibvi0dijq,
ibvi0eiaq, ibvi0wllq, ibvi0xg4q, ibvi18iiq,
ibvi1gjwq, ibvi1ppmq, ibvi1qkhq, ibvi1zkmq,
ibvi27m9q, ibvi28m7q, ibvi2iscq, ibvi37z5q,
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ibvi3lf2q, ibvi3un3q, ibvi3vliq, ibvi46f8q,
ibvi47dkq, ibvi4eqyq, ibvi56ftq, ibvi66m2q,
ibvi75iqq, ibvi84f4q, ibvi85e0q, ibvi94daq,
ic5r0evnq, ic5r0ojeq, ic5r0pexq, ic5r15zrq,
ic5r16bvq, ic5r27btq, ic5r37ngq, ic5r44vjq,
ic5r53exq, ic5r54coq, ic5r66myq, ic5r74akq,
ic5r75rfq, ic5r83l3q, ic5r94v5q, ic5r95hxq,
icf943jjq, icf944dvq, icf945e6q, icf946guq,
icf947jdq, icf948jrq, icf949gqq, icqm41rcq,
icqm42rjq, icqm43rtq, icqm44s8q, icqm45sjq,
icqm46snq, icqm47ucq, id0c41rbq, id0c42rfq,
id0c43s0q, id0c44tbq, id0c45tnq, id0c46usq,
id0c47a2q
Total Number: 213

SPARS200 16 2802.9 ic5r05wiq, ic5r06psq, ic5r0fo4q, ic5r0ga4q,
ic5r05wiq, ic5r06psq, ic5r0fo4q, ic5r0ga4q,
ic5r0rekq, ic5r17nfq ,ic5r18c3q, ic5r29kvq,
ic5r39mmq, ic5r45azq, ic5r46meq, ic5r55gtq,
ic5r56bwq, ic5r67iwq, ic5r68msq, ic5r76afq,
ic5r77bzq, ic5r84ovq, ic5r85kqq, ic5r96zrq,
ic5r97k8q, icf901eeq, icf902w5q, icf903acq,
icf904i6q, icf905crq, icf906giq, icf907xgq,
icf908d6q, icf909h7q, icf910hgq, icf911buq,
icf912jjq, icf913j1q, icf914ulq, icf915tkq,
icf916yiq, icf917wdq, icf918y4q, icf919k8q,
icf921guq, icf922wxq, icf923mrq, icqm01qbq,
icqm03x5q, icqm04ccq, icqm05umq, icqm06tgq,
icqm07ttq, icqm08tlq, icqm09bxq, icqm10syq,
icqm12stq, icqm13skq, icqm14qvq, icqm15dhq,
icqm16r3q, icqm18d3q, icqm19giq, icqm21yoq,
icqm22l1q, icqm23r9q, icqm24yfq, id0c02nnq,
id0c03zeq, id0c04xkq, id0c05xdq, id0c06bhq,
id0c07z5q, id0c08w0q, id0c09cnq, id0c10h3q,
id0c11ypq, id0c12bqq, id0c13lbq, id0c14tqq,
id0c15baq, id0c16zqq, id0c17ndq, id0c18yoq,
id0c19enq, id0c20ydq, id0c21xjq, id0c22y8q,
id0c23x6q
Total Number: 85

STEP200 16 1599.2 iblt13d0q, iblt14erq, iblt22cuq, iblt23cbq,
iblt13d0q, iblt14erq, iblt22cuq, iblt23cbq,
iblt29fpq, iblt30cmq, iblt38jjq, iblt39m6q,
iblt3edfq, iblt3fcaq, iblt3lctq, iblt3mayq,
iblt3udyq, iblt3vaxq, iblt45ikq, iblt46jcq,
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iblt61cwq, iblt62cuq, iblt6gfdq, iblt6hnaq,
iblt6nl7q, iblt6xafq, iblt7djgq, iblt7efmq,
iblt93cdq, iblt94chq, iblt9pc1q, iblt9qcbq,
iblt9ygfq, iblt9zd0q, ibvi0fepq, ibvi0og7q,
ibvi0pcsq, ibvi0yf4q, ibvi10d4q, ibvi19a4q,
ibvi1hjnq, ibvi1igeq, ibvi1rcxq, ibvi20lwq,
ibvi29s5q, ibvi2ak4q, ibvi2tr1q, ibvi2uwvq,
ibvi38fvq, ibvi39ffq, ibvi3dd2q, ibvi3menq,
ibvi3nd9q, ibvi3wr7q, ibvi48a4q, ibvi4fqhq,
ibvi4gd0q, ibvi4pbbq, ibvi4ycxq, ibvi4zcrq,
ibvi57fcq, ibvi58evq, ibvi67kcq, ibvi76fsq,
ibvi77fjq, ibvi86a4q, ibvi95asq, ibvi96crq,
ic5r09voq, ic5r0ad4q, ic5r0joeq, ic5r21gtq,
ic5r48mkq, ic5r60c3q, ic5r61gzq, ic5r71j9q,
ic5r87kzq, icf950geq, icf951jlq, icf952jvq,
icf953vgq, icf954leq, icf955k1q, icf956gmq,
icqm48igq, icqm49jiq, icqm50k1q, icqm51k9q,
icqm52krq, icqm53l6q, icqm54lbq, id0c48acq,
id0c49alq, id0c50awq, id0c51yhq, id0c52foq,
id0c53fwq, id0c54g3q
Total Number: 94

Table 2: List of all WFC3/IR Frontier Fields and flat field images used in this analysis.

Target Sample Datasets
Sequence

Abell 370 SPARS100 icsz37v3q, icsz37v6q, icsz38bgq, icsz38cbq, icsz38ceq,
icsz40jzq, icsz40k5q, icsz40k8q, icsz45uwq, icsz45v2q,
icsz45v5q, icsz50zpq,icsz50zvq, icsz50zyq, icsz51zmq,
icsz51zpq, icsz55f7q, icsz55fdq, icsz55fgq, icsz60vcq,
icsz60vjq, icsz60vmq, icsz63fdq, icsz63fgq, icsz65inq,
icsz65iqq, icsz67j2q, icsz67j5q, icsz81j4q, icsz81jaq,
icsz81jdq, icsz81jhq, icsz81jlq, icsz81joq, icsz81jsq,
icsz82n9q, icsz82nfq, icsz82niq, icsz82nmq, icsz82nqq,
icsz82ntq, icsz82nxq, icsz83ibq, icsz83ieq, icsz83iiq,
icsz83ioq, icsz83irq, icsz83ivq, icsz91pyq, icsz91q4q,
icsz91q7q, icsz91qbq, icsz91qfq, icsz91qiq, icsz91qmq,
icsz92u3q, icsz92u9q, icsz92ucq, icsz92ugq, icsz92ukq,
icsz92unq, icsz92urq, icsz93ywq, icsz93z2q, icsz93z5q,
icsz93z9q, icsz93zdq, icsz93zgq, icsz93zkq, icsz95kkq,
icsz95kqq, icsz95ktq, icsz95kxq, icsz95l4q, icsz95lcq,
icsz95lgq, icsz96pcq, icsz96piq, icsz96plq, icsz96ppq,
icsz96ptq, icsz96q4q, icsz96q8q, icsz97tlq, icsz97trq,
icsz97tuq, icsz97tyq, icsz97u2q, icsz97u5q, icsz97ucq,
icsz98bzq, icsz98c5q, icsz98c8q, icsz98ccq, icsz98cgq,
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icsz98cjq, icsz98cnq, icsz99laq, icsz99lgq, icsz99ljq,
icsz99lnq, icsz99lrq, icsz99luq, icsz99lyq, icszr4lsq,
icszr4lyq, icszr4m1q, icszr4m5q, icszr4m9q, icszr4mcq,
icszr4mgq
Total Number: 111

Tungsten SPARS100 ibm913g1q, ibm914lwq, ibm915elq, ibm916iiq, ibm917n4q,
ibm918gbq, ibm931fjq, ibm932lpq, ibm933e8q, ibm934h7q,
ibm935clq, ibm936g2q, ibm949fpq, ibm950g6q, ibm951eeq,
ibm952lcq, ibm953m6q, ibm954g8q, ibvf07egq, ibvf08lcq,
ibvf09l1q, ibvf10lmq, ibvf11lpq, ibvf12ltq, ibvf19etq,
ibvf20l7q, ibvf21ktq, ibvf22lhq, ibvf23lwq, ibvf24leq,
ic4207hwq, ic4208adq, ic4209bmq, ic4210idq, ic4211cyq,
ic4212ghq, ic4219gwq, ic4220sqq, ic4221ujq, ic4222fdq,
ic4223h7q, ic4224hoq, icg902wlq, icg903d0q, icg904arq,
icg905blq, icg906bgq, icg907crq, icg908amq, icg909clq,
icg910a1q, icg911cdq, icg912a8q, icg913c5q, icql02rxq,
icql03v9q, icql04b2q, icql05nmq, icql06dzq, icql07o2q,
icql08h7q, icql09obq, icql10i6q, icql11pfq, icql12laq,
icql13riq, id1n02v9q, id1n03lvq, id1n04cnq, id1n05m2q,
id1n06bmq, id1n07i6q, id1n08erq, id1n09euq, id1n10f2q,
id1n11f7q, id1n12llq, id1n13m9q
Total Number: 78
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